	
  

LEADERSHIP EVOLUTION
Prudence, Modesty, Tenacity and Wisdom in Leadership
What we have learned, of humanity’s ever increasing knowledge and
enterprise through all times, is that everything, everywhere and everyone
is an integral part of reality, and we – you and me – are reality – in one of
its innumerable and infinitely variable expressions.
The same with your company, so what if, you show the evolution a
direction for the benefit of everyone everywhere, like people who did it
before you?

KFA’s Leadership Practice will
challenge you to exceed your
current outcomes
Leaders obviously comes in different qualities
I know, that leaders with the courage to do painful things probably will survive
as a leader, but this is not enough for you. You want to earn the reputation of a
great human being. You want to be a leader with an elite standard of business
leadership practice. One of those who possess clarity and insight, takes timely
action, and prevent painful changes, and thereby keep their credibility intact for
better use.

You can do it yourself, but coaching delivers results faster! Are you
ready? OK! Find the time and sign up today click here.

Please. SMS or call +45 4042 9017 or e-mail me at: swa@kfandersen.com – and I
will be right with you.
Sincerely Yours
Siegfried W Andersen
Like to take a sneak peek, or read an article form the Danish Business Week?
1. Can you lead yourself? Click here
2. Are you flexible enough? Click here
3. Who ought to attend: Click here
4. Article in Danish: Berlingske Nyheds Magasin 2003
5. Article in English: Berlingske Business News Magazine 2007
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The power of your character is
critically important
KFA will point the direction for your development, install hope and
maximize your leadership capabilities!
OK, let us go straight to the point. You want to gain new insight you can use at
work, and something that delivers progress and results – here an now! Am I
right?
You are good enough as you are, but maybe, you need to improve a few things.
E.g. you need to be more focused and less distracted by “fascinating” new ideas,
obstacles makes you tired and drains your energy instead the opposite, you are
diligent and hard working, but every now and then you doubt that what you do is
really something for you, or whether it is worthwhile doing at all. You also have a
sneaking feeling that you ought to spend little more time with your family. The
kids are growing and you feel that you are not a part of that. The way you live, is
not functioning 100 % your way.
In addition we offer you the tools, methods and systems, how you turn your team
into – not loving each other – but at least help and support each other better than
today, and definitely more friendly. On top of that, gain a mutual respect, and
stop all the gossip, snuffle over spilt milk and endless complaints about
everyone and everything. When you deliver that you feel it is nothing less than
awesome.
Ought I issue a guarantee that you and your team will overcome 20 % more –
trouble free – the first year after you attended the training? What do you
think? Don’t you want to make a plan, mapping out how you and your team
deliver a 100-fold return of the investment p.a. from year one, to convince your
boss, that this is the most profitable investment opportunity this year – and ask
him to sign our bill?
Do you want to change the status quo? Sign up Click here.
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Leadership beyond good enough
How you get your strength to work 100 % your way
Inner-Engineering is a deliberate training method; how you develop yourself,
your team, and the business activities you are responsible for, and turn all
three into an elite standard. KFA offer you the tools to become succesful at these
three disciplines. Furthermore Inner-Engineering also contain tools to eliminate
your biggest enemy.
This is what KFA promise clients. Are you more than ready to sign up, or do you
need more information?
Please feel free, and talk to some of our former participants and let them tell our
story. You will find them in the “Clients tell” archive. OK !
Do you want to change the status quo? Sign up Click here.

You have no idea what successful
mean, not even close
Successful is very broad and very profound
Your are considered successful when you have reached a certain level of
balanced in life; striving to become a great human being, with a certain level of
knowledge about yourself and the world, and live socially with dignity.
Materialistic you are prosperous you have earned the love of your family and
friends, and earn respect from society. Then and only then, you will be
considered as a successful man.
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